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Guests Pick their 2010” Best for Weddings/Reunions” B&B Award Winner
From over 8,500 B&B’s worldwide!

A Georgian Manner B&B
PETALUMA, CA FEBRUARY 11th, 2010- Congratulations to A Georgian Manner B&B in
Logan, OH who was recently chosen as offering the “Best B&B for Weddings/ Reunions” out of
8,500 B&B’s around the world! Our readers have spoken and the Georgian Manner has
unanimously received the greatest number of votes in this category by their loyal B&B guests
and regular visitors to LanierBB.com. Innkeeper B.J. King certainly earned this prestigious
award, his hard work and effort has not gone unnoticed by the traveling public!
Located in lovely Logan, OH the Georgian Manner serves their guests with extraordinary
comfort and unparalleled attention to detail. Warm, welcoming and full of character, the
Georgian Manner offers travelers an ideal base for a relaxing and memorable bed and breakfast
retreat.
Guests at the Georgian Manner are always the top priority of innkeepers and staff. With excellent
attention to detail and personal service, the Georgian Manner is the ultimate bed and breakfast
destination for any traveler in search of an unforgettable experience.
Pamela Lanier’s Bed and Breakfasts, Inns and Guesthouses International has been assisting inn
goers with a comprehensive variety of boutique lodgings since 1982, announcing an “Inn of the
Year” winner for 26 consecutive years. The oldest and most prestigious B&B vote program in
the world, guests may now vote for any bed and breakfast in over 80 categories on
LanierBB.com, all votes tallied and winners announced at the beginning of each year in Lanier’s
print guide, The Complete Guide to Bed & Breakfasts, Inns and Guesthouses International,
award-wining website, newsletters and with press affiliates.
Thinking of visiting Logan, OH or want to meet the exceptional innkeepers that put their heart
and soul into their B&B? Contact them today and they’ll receive you at their B&B with open
arms and smiling faces!
A Georgian Manner
29055 Evans Rd
Logan, OH 43138
800-606-1840
http://www.georgianmanner.com/

